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ABSTRACT: Today’s big cities are full of tall buildings requiring a lot of energy. On the other 
hand, dispersed electricity generation is an integral part of these cities in developed countries. To use 
small-scale wind turbines and dispersed electricity generation, the performance of such turbines in the 
vicinity of various buildings in the urban environment should be investigated. In this study, the power 
characteristics of a conventional Savonius wind turbine in the vicinity of a large circular cross-sectional 
building are assessed under a free-wind speed of 6 m/s. To this, the Savonius rotors are installed at a 
constant non-dimensional distance of 2 from the building envelope at different installation angles of 
30°, 45°, 60°, and 90°. Additionally, to understand the effects of the rotation direction of the rotor, two 
possible rotations, namely, inward and outward rotations are studied. Computations are performed for tip 
speed ratios of 0.4, 0.8, and 1.2. The obtained results reveal the significant impacts of installation angle 
and rotation scenario. Examination of the obtained data shows that, depending on the for tip speed ratio, 
with inward rotation of the rotor at installation angles of 60° and 90°, the maximum improvements in the 
power coefficient are found compared to the reference case.
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1- Introduction
The lack of fossil resources and environmental pollution 

have made developed countries look for clean energy sources. 
Wind energy is one of these sources, whose energy can be 
used by using wind turbines. There are different types of wind 
turbines, of which the Savonius vertical axis turbine is one of 
them. Improving the performance of Savonius wind turbines 
by changing the blade profile has been the subject of many 
researches [1-5] in the past.

Due to the frequent collision of wind with buildings 
in urban areas, its flow is often unstable and chaotic. The 
operation of wind turbines in these areas requires more 
research and study. Abohela et al. [6] compared six types 
of roofs with different shapes for a building with the aim 
of finding the best roof profile for wind turbine installation. 
For all investigated roofs, it was observed that the region of 
maximum turbulence intensity extends directly from the top 
of the roof to a distance of 1.3 times the height of the building. 
Some previous studies have also addressed the performance 
of small-scale wind turbines in the vicinity of buildings. For 
example, the turbulence characteristics and efficiency of a 
two-blade Darius wind turbine between two tall buildings 
side by side was a study conducted by Sepehrianazar et al. 
[7]. By examining the results obtained for the dimensionless 
gap spaces of 1.5 and 3, 75% and 45% enhancements in 

local wind speed were observed between the two buildings, 
respectively. 

In the comprehensive review of technical literature, 
it can be seen that the present study is innovative in many 
ways. In this field, the number of studies conducted is very 
limited. In this research, the performance of the conventional 
Savonius turbine around a high-rise building with a circular 
cross-section is studied and parameters such as the direction 
of rotation, inward and outward, the installation angle of 30, 
45, 60, and 90 degrees, and the tip speed ratio 0.4, 0.8 and 
1.2 have been carefully examined, which has not been seen in 
previous researches.

2- Geometry and details of numerical method for the 
reference case 

In this research, with the help of CFD, the performance 
of the conventional Savonius wind turbine in the vicinity of 
a building with a circular cross-section is investigated two-
dimensionally. A fixed non-dimensional distance (S/D) of 2 
is considered for placing the turbine around the building. All 
calculations have been done for the free-wind speed of 6 m/s. 
To compare the performance of the conventional Savonius 
wind turbine in the vicinity of the high-rise building with the 
reference case (wind turbine installed in the free flow of wind 
without the presence of the building), the reference case has 
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been investigated first. To perform this simulation, a two-
dimensional rectangular computing domain is defined with 
dimensions of 14D and 6D in the flow direction and vertical 
direction, respectively, where D is the diameter of the rotor.

Continuity and time-averaged momentum equations 
governing the incompressible flow are as follows [3]:
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In equation (2), the last term represents the Reynolds 

stresses simulated by the SST k-ω method.  

After the grid size is independent for the reference 
case, to validate the applied numerical code, the results 
obtained for the mean power coefficient are compared 
with the data available in the open literature for different 
values of the tip speed ratio in Table 1. 

Table 1: Validation of the numerical code for conventional 
Savonius wind turbine in the absence of the building 

Authors Re 

CP 

TSR 

0.4 0.6 0.8 

Roy & Saha. [8] 8.63×104 0.191 0.248 0.239 

Tahani et al. [9] 8.63×104 0.169 0.218 0.244 
Hassanzadeh and 
Mohammadnejad 
[4] 

8.63×104 0.171 0.220 0.238 

Asadi and 
Hassanzadeh [10] 8.63×104 0.172 0.222 0.240 

Present study 8.63×104 0.160 0.207 0.244 

3. Simulation of the flow around the building with a 
circular section  

Basically, the flow around a building with a circular 
cross-section is geometrically very similar to the flow 
around a cylinder. Therefore, the data related to the flow 
around the cylinder has been used for validation. For 
this simulation, a rectangular computational domain 
with dimensions of 27DB in the flow direction and 14DB 
in the vertical direction has been used, where DB is the 
diameter of the building. 

 

4. Results and discussion  
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are recommended for the installation of the conventional 
Savonius wind turbine in the vicinity of the desired building.
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rotations 

4.2. Mean power coefficient  
Figure 2 shows the changes of the mean power 

coefficient with the tip speed ratio in all installation 
angles and two directions of rotation, namely, inward 
and outward. By examining the obtained results, it can 

be seen that the minimum mean power coefficient 
belongs to the installation angle of 30° regardless of the 
direction of rotation of the rotor and the tip speed ratio. 
On the other hand, the highest mean power coefficient 
belonging to the inward rotation mode is obtained at 
installation angles of 60° and 90° depending on the tip 
speed ratio. 

5. Conclusions 

In all installation angles except 30°, inward rotation 
compared to outward rotation led to more improvement 
in the power characteristics of the rotor. Due to the 
existence of lower wind potential, it is not logical to 
install the Savonius turbine in the vicinity of the desired 
building at an angle of 30°. On the other hand, 
depending on the value of the tip speed ratio, the 
installation angles of 60° and 90° in the inward rotation 
mode have the highest performance, which are 
recommended for the installation of the conventional 
Savonius wind turbine in the vicinity of the desired 
building. 
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Fig. 2. Variations of the mean power coefficient of the 
wind turbine in the vicinity of the building with tip 
speed ratio for all installation angles and inward and 

outward rotations
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